Recent w ork on client-server data-shipping OODBs has demonstrated the usefulness of local data caching at client sites. In addition to data caching, index caching can provide substantial benets through associative access to cached objects. Indexes usually have high contention, and database performance is quite sensitive to the index management s c heme. This paper examines the e ects of two index caching schemes, one centralized and the other distributed, for index page management i n a page server OODB. In the centralized scheme, index pages are not allowed to be cached at client sites and are managed by the server. The distributed index management s c heme supports inter-transaction caching of index pages at client sites, and enforces a distributed index consistency control protocol similar to that of data pages. We study via simulation the performance of these two index management schemes under several di erent w orkloads and contention pro les, and identify scenarios where each of the two s c hemes performs better than the other.
Introduction
In recent y ears much research has been done on objectoriented database management systems OODBMS. Many DB vendors now o er commercial systems, and these systems have gained true acceptance for certain classes of applications, e.g., CAD CAM and CASE. OODBMS typically have client-server architectures, and commonly use the datashipping approach 4 to move data from the central database server to local client caches. The data granularity can vary from objects to pages. Page-level data shipping has been found to have superior performance under many di erent load conditions over object servers, which use individual objects as logical units of data transfer 3 . The data-shipping strategy allows query processing to occur locally at client sites, allowing e cient ne-grained interaction between the application and the DBMS. It exploits the resources of client workstations, leading to better scalability and performance.
Despite the potential cost of maintaining the consistency of local caches, many studies have demonstrated the general positive e ects of client-side data caching on system performance 2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 15 . Local caching and inter-transaction reuse of pages can reduce network tra c, o oad the server, and minimize query response times.
Navigational versus Associative Access to a Client Cache
A major assumption in the above studies has been that the transactions access the client cache navigationally, i.e., only through object IDs OIDs. For example, an input transaction is represented by a list of object references in 7 . This model is inadequate because it ignores the commonly-used associative queries and updates, which specify a target set of objects using general predicates on one or more attributes of an object class. In order to support associative queries at client sites, we need content-based access to the cached data, i.e., access based on the values of the object attributes and not merely on their IDs. During query planning and execution phases, indexes de ned at the server are used to provide e cient associative access to the central database. One way of providing associative access to a client cache is to allow caching of the server index pages at the client site, so that objects satisfying an index-based associative query can be identi ed locally. H o wever, index pages generally contain many more entries compared to a data page, often making them the most heavily used hot spots in a database. The system response is therefore sensitive to the number and frequency of index access and updates. The tradeo between the di erent performance factors involved in caching of server index pages thus deserves detailed study.
Issues and Trade-O s in Index Caching
Index pages di er from data pages in the following key respects:
Index page entry size: The size of an index page entry is normally much smaller than the size of an object on a data page. This leads to a dense aggregation of entries making the sharing and contention on index pages to be the highest in the database.
Page reference pattern for index writes: Index pages have to be scanned in order to determine which objects satisfy an associative query. Modi cation of an indexed attribute of a data object will cause one or more index pages to be updated. The index page referencing pattern is thus quite di erent from that of data pages.
Index write probability: The index write probability per data object update is a di erent quantity and should be considered separately. For index-based associative queries, local caching of indexes allows a client to determine if some or all of the desired objects are available in its cache. Cached objects need not re-fetched from the remote server, saving network tra c and improving query response times. If the caching policy disallows storage and reuse of index pages at client sites, then all index page references for range queries and index updates at the client m ust be routed to the server, which m a y become a bottleneck in the system. However, local index caching requires the enforcement of a distributed index consistency control protocol, which m a y be expensive in certain updateintensive scenarios.
Our Focus
In this paper, we i n vestigate the performance of a page server OODBMS supporting not only navigational, but also associative client cache access via index page caching. We extend the simulation model of 3 to incorporate indexbased associative queries in transactions, consider index read and update costs for query processing, and quantify the bene ts and drawbacks of index page caching at client sites. We contrast two di erent s c hemes: 1 a centralized scheme that maintains all index pages at the server with no clientside index caching within or across transactions, and 2 a distributed index caching scheme in which i n ter-transaction reuse of index pages is supported by a distributed consistency control protocol. In both cases, data pages are cached on clients across transactions. We develop simulators for both the schemes, and experimentally analyze the system behavior under several di erent w orkload patterns.
Related Work
The performance bene ts of client-side data caching schemes for OODBMSs have been investigated in several recent studies 2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 15 . These papers consider caching of pages in general without examining index pages in particular. For example, in the simulation study of 3 , the only way to represent indexes is in the form of shared hot" regions with high contention. As noted in the Introduction, we believe this is not an adequate model of index behavior; access, update and contention characteristics of index pages are very di erent from those of data pages, and in particular from the data page read and write patterns considered in 3 .
Index partitioning among di erent sites in the context of distributed databases has been investigated in 11 . Their focus has also been on range queries. However, in contrast to our dynamic caching environment, the partitioning in 11 is static and does not vary with query patterns at a site.
In a broader perspective, the issue of supporting associative access to a client-side cache has been addressed in 13 and 10 | the rst applies ViewCache techniques with local indexes on the client cache in the ADMS system, while the second examines a predicate-based caching scheme. Another paper 5 presents a semantic caching approach. Unlike these studies, the work reported in this paper uses server indexes to support associative access to the client cache.
Centralized and Distributed Schemes for Index Management
We consider two di erent s c hemes, one centralized and the other distributed, for client-side caching of server index pages.
In both the schemes, we use the PS-AA method of locking and replica control for data pages 3 . This method provides adaptive granularity for concurrency control and consistency maintenance of cached data, while using xed-size pages as the data transfer unit. The PS-AA method switches from page-based to object-based locking when ner-grained sharing is deemed better, and uses callbacks for coordinating updates. Fo r a v ariety o f w orkloads studied in 3 , the adaptive page server following PS-AA caching strategy was found to have consistently good performance, generally outperforming the other static and dynamic caching strategies investigated.
In the centralized index management s c heme, all index pages are centrally stored and managed exclusively by the server, which treats them very di erently from data pages. Query execution occurs in two steps. First, the client submits an associative query to the server, which sends back only the object IDs satisfying the query. The client then checks these object IDs against its cached objects and fetches only the missing objects from the server.
In the distributed index caching scheme, any client m a y cache index pages locally. Whenever an index page has to be read for an associative query, the client requests the server for a copy only if it is not available locally. T h us, cached index pages have implicit permission for local read. However, updating a cached index page requires coordination through the server. For index writes, we follow a policy similar to the Callback-Read 6 s c heme for data pages, with the difference that a copy of the updated index page is sent t o the server immediately after the update, allowing any other clients waiting to read or write the same index page to proceed.
Simulation Model
In this paper, we provide a brief description of our simulation model; further details may be found in 1 . The basic page server model is the same as that of 3 . We h a ve reproduced in Figure 1 the page server simulation model from 3 , with an additional index manager" module on the server side for our index extensions. The clients | for brevity w e show only one | are connected via a network to the server. We describe here only the index handling; details on the general page server scheme may be found in 3 . 
Modeling Indexes
Each associative access is modeled as an index read. Multiple index pages could be read depending on the size of the query. The result of an index range scan is a list of OIDs that is sent to the client which fetches objects as necessary, with object and index writes occurring according to the specied workload. For each index range read, the centralized scheme results in a round-trip to the server. Network and index lookup costs are associated with this operation. The distributed scheme incurs a similar overhead only if an index page is not locally available.
Each modi cation of a data object may cause one or more index updates based on the index write probabilities variable parameters in our simulation. In our centralized scheme, indexes update requests are sent to the server. An index update for the distributed scheme requires communication with the server to obtain write permission. The updated index page is sent to the server immediately, but local data modi cations are communicated only when a transaction commits 3 . Since appropriate locks are held on the data objects themselves, updating the index before a transaction commits cannot cause erroneous behavior | if any transaction reads an uncommitted index entry, it will subsequently block upon a read or write request for the associated data object until the updating transaction terminates. All index writes are undone upon transaction aborts, which m a y be caused by the detection of deadlocks.
Our simulator models two server indexes, one clustered and the other unclustered, named cix and uix respectively. It is important to consider both types of indexes, since the index usage, and data access and update patterns are di erent for the two. A query that uses a range predicate on an attribute with a clustered index will retrieve a set of objects grouped closely together in some set of data pages. On the other hand, access through an unclustered index will result in random data pages being fetched in. Clustered indexes are however less likely to be updated, because data objects are usually clustered in pages based on an attribute that is infrequently modi ed, such as the department n umber of employee tuples in an employee relation.
During the initialization phase of the simulator, both types of index pages are explicitly populated with the associated object IDs. Clustered index pages have OIDs in the sequential order of data clustering, while the unclustered index is randomly ordered. To a void aberrations in the results due to a cold start with empty caches, both the server and the client caches are pre-loaded with pages. The server bu er manager rst loads in all index pages during initialization, since index pages are frequently referenced. The remaining server bu er space is lled with data pages selected randomly. In contrast, only data pages and no index pages are cached by the clients at the start of simulation.
System and Cost Parameters
General system and cost parameters and their values for the simulation experiments are listed in Table I these are identical to those assumed in 3 . The simulator is written in the Modula-2 based simulation language DeNet 12 , and uses the same code as in 3 for the basic PS-AA page server. Thus, we h a ve the exact behavior for data page caching as reported in 3 , with index page reads, writes and local index caching being our newly added functionality.
An index entry is assumed to be 16 bytes, with 8 bytes each for the attribute value and the associated OID. For our page size of 4 Kbytes, this implies 250 object entries in an index page, as opposed to 20 objects per data page. Our database contains 25,000 objects in total, and therefore the clustered and unclustered indexes occupy 100 pages each. We assume a cost of 1000 machine instructions to locate the leaf index page holding the rst object entry in the read interval. Once this entry is located, each consecutive index entry is read at a cost of 10 instructions, until the end of the read interval is reached. Index page updates also require the lookup cost, along with a write latch acquisition cost of 50 instructions and an update cost of 2000 instructions. We assume that new index entries are placed randomly in the index pages without over ow or under ow.
Workload Model
Our workload model consists of two transaction types: associative and navigational. The former accesses data using an index; the latter is a list of object references by OIDs, as in 3 . For the purposes of our simulation, an associative transaction consists of a single range query or update, which is expressed in terms of a linear range on either the clustered or the unclustered index. Client-speci c workload pro les and general transaction parameters are summarized in Table IIa and IIb. These parameters vary by the choice of workload type | HOT-COLD, UNIFORM, or HICON, which are very similar to the workloads used in 3 .
The HOTCOLD workload has a high degree of access locality per client and a moderate amount of shared data contention. For the UNIFORM workload, data object references are assumed to be uniformly random over all the 1250 data pages. The HICON workload is a skewed workload representing high data contention amongst the clients | a small part of the database is accessed by all clients very frequently. Both clustered and unclustered indexes are Table III . The set of rst six parameters is kept xed while the second set of parameters is varied in our experiments. The probability that a transaction is associative and accesses data via an index is represented by the AssocProb parameter. A value of 0 for AssocProb implies that none of the transactions use either of the two indexes for accessing data; although there are no index reads in this case, index writes may occur upon data object updates. Given an associative transaction, CixAccProb denotes the probability that data is accessed via the clustered cix index.
An important c haracteristic of a transaction is its size or length, which is the number of data objects it accesses. In our model, there are four parameters that relate to the size of a transaction | NumPages, PageLocality, CixReadSize, and UixReadSize. NumPages denotes the mean number of pages accessed by a n a vigational transaction. The size of a n a vigational transaction in terms of the number of data objects it accesses is determined by the PageLocality parameter, which has a range of 1 7 with a mean of 4. In contrast, the size of an associative transaction is controlled by the CixReadSize and UixReadSize parameters. If data is accessed via the clustered index, CixReadSize de nes the mean number of index entries scanned by the range query, and thus also the size of the transaction. UixReadSize is the corresponding parameter for the unclustered index.
A read-write transaction chooses to update a data object with probability ObjWrtProb. A data object write may result in updates to one or both the indexes, depending on the attributes updated. CixWrtProb and UixWrtProb respectively denote the probability of a clustered or an unclustered index update upon a data object write. These parameters have xed values for our experiments, 10 and 80 respectively. T o accurately model the probability that a new index entry is in a page di erent from the old one, we added the two parameters Cix2PgWrtPb clustered and Uix2PgWrtPb unclustered. We do not consider object deletes and inserts in this study, although they could be incorporated in our simulation model. There are two di erent parameters controlling object writes | namely, ObjWrtProb and ReadOnlyProb. The former parameter controls object writes on a per-transaction granularity, while the latter is a per-object write probability for a given read-write transaction. A read-only transaction occurs with probability ReadOnlyProb, and has no object writes. Therefore, the ObjWrtProb parameter is not relevant for a transaction that is read-only. Both object reads and updates are performed by a read-write transaction, which occurs with probability 1 , ReadOnlyP rob; with ObjWrtProb being the probability of an object accessed by a transaction is written by it.
Simulation Results
To v alidate our simulator, we rst veri ed that in the absence of associative queries i.e., index reads and index updates, both the centralized and distributed index algorithms yield exactly the same results. These results are also in agreement with the results reported in 3 . Experiments were performed to evaluate the e ects of the centralized and distributed index schemes under di erent load and access patterns. In the results reported below, we focus primarily on associative transactions, and on index behavior with high write probability. Throughput in terms of number of transactions per second TPS is our main performance metric, but other metrics such as the number of remote index read and write requests are also tracked. We use these two measures in particular to analyze the results of our experiments. Due to space constraints, we discuss below some representative cases in which the two major write parameters in our model, namely, ReadOnlyProb and ObjWrtProb, are varied. The general trend we observed was that in the presence of update read write transactions, there is signi cant deterioration in performance for the distributed index scheme, even with quite low object write probabilities. This behavior is not surprising given the cost associated with acquiring a distributed latch on an index page. However, as demonstrated in Figures 1a through 1d , the ratio of update versus read-only transactions and the workload type are important factors in determining whether the centralized index scheme performs better than the distributed or vice-versa. Figures 1a and 1b show the e ect of varying the ratio of read-only versus update transactions for the HOT-COLD workload, using associative transactions of size 30 objects and the clustered index. The object write probability is 10. The cross-over in throughput occurs when about 75 of the transactions are read-only, b e y ond which point the performance of the distributed index scheme increases rapidly, exceeding the much slower growth for the centralized. The number of remote index read requests per transaction, as plotted in Figure 1b , shows a rapid decrease for the distributed scheme with increasing number of readonly transactions, falling below that of the centralized when update transactions are less than 15 of the transaction load. Similar behavior is observed in the case of the HICON workload, with the cross-over in throughput occurring at a mix of 70 read-only queries and 30 update transactions Figure 1d . The performance characteristics of the UNIFORM workload under the same conditions are quite di erent from the HOTCOLD and HICON cases, as illustrated in Figure 1c . Uniformly random access to all the 100 pages of the cix index causes a larger number of index pages to be cached in the client bu er, reducing the data page hits and the throughput. Therefore, the distributed index scheme never beats the centralized one, even with a 100 read-only load.
Figures 2a and 2b report the throughput of the HOT-COLD and HICON workloads with varying probability o f object writes. For low v alues less than 10 of object update probability, the distributed index performs better than the centralized one with the given parameter settings. The performance of the UNIFORM workload not shown here due to space restrictions is di erent in that the centralized scheme is better than the distributed one for all object write probabilities. Figure 2c above shows the system performance in terms of throughput for a load of exclusively navigational queries and mean transaction size of 80 objects. Notice that the centralized scheme closely follows the curve of no index reads or write. However, the distributed scheme with the same parameters lags behind, even for small values 5 of the data object write probability.
In Figure 2d , the object write probability is 10 and all transactions are read-write. The performance of the distributed index scheme trails the centralized one for all transaction sizes between 20 through 160 objects. Finally, w e discuss some results of the read-only case. Figure 3a through 3d demonstrate the e ect on the throughput by v arying the ratio between associative and navigational access. The transaction size is kept constant a t 8 0 objects, and associative data access is entirely through the clustered index. As shown in Figure 3a and 3c, varying the ratio of associative v ersus navigational access causes the throughput to vary substantially for both workload types HOTCOLD,HICON. The distributed scheme starts out as slightly worse than the centralized scheme, but does better beyond 85 in the HOTCOLD case, and beyond 90 in the HICON case using associative access. For both workloads, medium and high values of associative clustered access generate a lower number of index page read requests at the server for the distributed scheme than in the centralized, indicating that index page caching is indeed e ective i n i ncreasing the throughput by causing index hits for associative queries. 
Conclusion
Indexes can provide e cient associative access to data, and their access and maintenance are important performance considerations for a database system. We h a ve extended the page server simulation model of 3 to incorporate clustered and unclustered indexes and associative range queries, and have e v aluated through detailed simulation experiments the performance of two di erent s c hemes, one centralized and the other distributed, for index management in a page server OODB. The former executes all index read and write operations at the server site, while the latter allows index page caching and reuse at client sites following a distributed consistency control protocol. We h a ve considered three separate workload types, HOTCOLD, UNIFORM, and HICON, modeling di erent data and index usage patterns at the clients, and have analyzed performance of the two index schemes under various parameter settings.
Reviewing our results, we nd that for the UNIFORM workload, the centralized index always performs better than or is comparable to the distributed scheme. This result, although rather surprising for the read-only case, is due to the fact that index access is uniform in this workload, leading to a larger number of references to di erent index pages and their caching in the client bu er. The e ective bu er space for data pages at the client site is thus reduced, and so is the system throughput. The picture for HOTCOLD and HICON cases is quite di erent in the presence of many updates; centralized indexes in general perform better than distributed, even for rather small write probability 10 of data objects a ecting an index. This behavior is a result of the high cost involved in obtaining exclusive distributed write latches on index pages. The gap narrows, however, as the percentage of read-only transactions increases. Cross-over points in throughput were obtained in our experiments with a varying mixture of read-only and read-write transactions, with the distributed scheme overtaking the centralized for high occurrences about 70 or more of read-only queries. As the object write probability increases, this crossover point migrates to require even more read-only transactions for the distributed scheme to dominate. We suggest that centralized indexes be used whenever there are a signi cant percentage of transactions updating indexes; otherwise, distributed index are better, at the cost of some architectural and implementation complexity.
We summarize in Table IV the behavior of the centralized and index schemes for di erent w orkload types. We present also the results for read-only transactions, which h a ve not presented in detail because of space constraints. The results hold for a transaction size of 30 objects and an object write probability of 10. The behavior is quite similar for larger transaction sizes; however, increasing the object write probability reduces the performance of the distributed scheme.
In conclusion, indexes behave v ery di erent than data in a page server OODBMS. While client-based query processing appears pro table for data pages, centralized i.e., server-based index processing seems superior for some workloads. In light of these results, we believe a h ybrid" approach of both server and client-based query processing might be the best alternative for a page server OODB, as discussed in 8 . Further work remains to be done in this area to clearly identify the performance trade-o s, taking into account both data and index usage patterns. A relaxed index consistency algorithm is proposed in 9 ; such special algorithms can improve the performance of our distributed index caching scheme. Using more advanced techniques for index management are areas of future work.
